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 After four weeks what have we learned? Well first, several college 

teams ranked in the top 10 or 15, probably should have never been there 

and second, high paid coaches just don’t have the grasp of the situation. 

 Number 13 Norte Dame, number 8 Oregon, number 20 Florida, 

Texas A&M, and LSU all failed in their weekly attempts to be victorious. 

Number 6 Oklahoma though victorious failed in their attempt to show 

themselves as a dominant force for they had a hard time and had to come 

from behind to beat Kansas State. All of which baits the question, were 

these teams even worthy of the ranking they had prior to the opening of 

the season some four weeks ago? Based on last year’s performance maybe 

a yes, but since all is based on current performance a resounding no is in 

order. It is amazing what a difference 365 days not to mention even seven 

days can have on a team. 

 It seems now is the time Dan Mullen needs to dust off the Darth 

Vader helmet he previously wore to a postgame press conference for if 

Florida does not beat Vandy substantially, or even has a lackluster game 

performance, I am sure the Swamp residents will have something to say 

about it. Also, since the lost to Kentucky was at their home field in 

Lexington which has not happened since 1986 (35 years ago for the 

Florida fans trying to arithmetic subtraction), someone on Mullen’s 



coaching staff needs to re-educate and remind the Coach and tell him 

teams win games only by having more total points on the scoreboard than 

your opponent at the end of the game, not by having more total yards than 

your opponent at the end of the game.  

 This comes after a reporter during the postgame press briefing when 

the Florida coach was asked by a reporter, “Do you think you were out 

coached?” To which the brilliant, ever-sharp witted mind of Mullen 

responded, “We had 382 total yards to their 224 total yards.” Yeah Coach, 

but the final score still is the  Kentucky Wildcats 20 and the Florida Gators 

13. It is not so much you accumulate more yards during a game, it is all 

about what you do with the ball when it is in your possession. Running 

and throwing down the field and not scoring points does the team no good. 

You would think he would understand that since he gets paid $7.6 million. 

 Lucky for Mullen, the Florida faithful are not yet publicly calling for 

his resignation unlike the LSU faithful after Saturday’s lost at home to the 

Auburn Tigers. Ed Orgerno’s head is now on the proverbial chopping 

block with the LSU fans after the come from behind win by Auburn. 

Losing is always difficult no matter the team but when one has the lead 

and cannot hold on to it, then the chances of a loss are greatly 

compounded, and the loyalist vehemently get upset and could possibly call 

for a tar and feathering to be run out of town on a rail. 

 Oregon and Texas A&M were complete embarrassments for they just 

could not hold up to all they have been professed to be. Number 8 Oregon 



at the time falls to an unranked Stanford team and A&M to Mississippi 

State of all teams. Then of course there is Clemson who at the start of the 

season was ranked number 3. If falling to Georgia in the season opener 

wasn’t bad enough, they have had difficulties in winning. Barely beating 

Georgia Tech and then Boston College does not bode well for them. The 

only team they have beaten with any show of dominance and strength was 

South Carolina State. Again, the failure of the system to properly rank 

teams had them all ranked higher than what they deserved. 

 It is all coming down to Georgia and Alabama. The odds on favorite 

of course is Alabama at +138 but Georgia at +140 is not that far behind. 

(www.sisportsbook.com) Georgia on Saturday will have yet another test to 

their game efficiency by playing against Auburn at Jordan-Hare Stadium. 

If the LSU Auburn game showed anything, Kirby and the Georgia defense 

do not need to underestimate the Auburn Tigers and the agility and fleet-a-

footness of Bo Nix, Auburn’s Quarterback, for they truly can mess up the 

plan desires of Georgia, which in all honesty has been the historical 

makeup of this ongoing feud between the two teams for decades. 

 Finally, we come to yet another miscue, lack of judgement, or just 

plain stupidity and bad decision making and behavior. Urban Myer, head 

coach of the Jacksonville Jaguars, has fallen into the ranks of the 

scandalous. Channel 4 News in Jacksonville  (www.news4jax.com) along 

with other media outlets throughout the country have now posted stories 

about Urban’s misbehaving behavior of a married man allowing an 

http://www.news4jax.com/


unnamed twenty to thirty something age female grind up against him 

recently at a party posted October 3, 2021.. 

(www.pic.twitter.com/nFg8kUFVli-DudeinTexas (@ChiefSVP) The 

video clearly shows he was enjoying himself and so was his female party 

friend. If he cried when he left the University of Florida, what is he going 

to do when Jacksonville Jaguars fires him, and his wife divorces him?? 
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